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A B S T R A C T 

The production of bottom quarkB at the SSC and the formaliam and phenomenology nf 
observing CP violation in B meson decayi; is discussed, The production of a heavy t quark 
which decays into a real W boson, and what we might learn from its decays is examined. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The physics of heavy flavors promises to be an important component of SSC physics 
and has been studied intensively in the Snowmass Workshops' 1 , 3! [ n l'Jfi-1 and IQSfi. The 
production of heavy quark flavors occurs primarily by the strong interactions and offers 
another arena in which to test QCD and to probe gluon distributions at very small values of 
z . Such quarks can also be produced as decay products of possible new, yet undiscovered 
particles, e.g., lliggs bosonB, and therefore are a necessary key to reconstructing surh 
particles. The decay products of heavy quarks, especially from their scmileptDnic decays, 
can themselves form a background to other new physics processes. Perhaps most important 
of all, in their rare decayB and in CP violating asymmetries formed by studying their we;ik 
decays, particles containing heavy quarks can give us further insight into the boundary 
between what is to be understood inside the standard model and what physics lies beyond. 

This is particularly the case with respect to the B meson system. [I has been apparent 
for some time that rare decays and CP violation are especially important to pursue'3! at 
the SSC where the number of produced B mesons will exceed by many orders of magnitude 
those produced at any existing or planned colliding beam (but not fixed target) facility.At. 
Snowmass 86, a major development which increased the optimism about doing B physics at 
the SSC, and that drove much of the discussion In this area, was the success of silicon strip 
vertex detectors in cleanly extracting charm physics in fixed target experiments. During 
this past year there was another major development which makes the difficult measurement 
of a CP asymmetry in B decays much easier (although still very difficult)- the observation 

of large Oj - 5 j mixing by the ARGUS collaboration.!*' 

In the next Section we review the production of b quarks at the SSC, which has AH 
interest of its own from the perspective of QCD. It is also a prerequisite to the study of 
CP violating asymmetries in B decays, a subject taken up in Section ,'J. There we l;iy 
out the various classes of CP violating asymmetries and re-evaluate the expectations for 
their magnitude (and hence the number or B mesons needed to establish a statistically 
significant effect) in the light of the ARC US measurement.1" Section 4 takes up tin' 
production of t quarks in the now not unlikely case that Mi is comparable to, or larger 
than Mw- Finally, in Section 5 some of the physics to be explored in ( quark decays is 
considered. 
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2. The Production of b Quarks at the SSC 

The total cross-section for the production of bottom quarks is controlled by the parton 
processes gg —» o? mid qq -* 66. The former process dominates »t SSC energies. In 
order to calculate the rate we must know; the quark and gluon structure functions at 
the appropriate values of x and Q7; the bottom quark mass (ro»); and the partonic cross 
sections which are presently known only in lowest order,1'1 i.e., a*. The values of the 
momentum fractions X] and xj of the incoming partons are given by, 

X]XJ > - j i , (1) 

where s is the ccnt«r-of-mass energy squared or the proton-proton system. Since the 
structure functions arc rapidly falling functions of x, the dominant regions of Xt and i? 
occur where they arc equal and of order 2.5 X 10"*. ThiB raises an immediate problem Blncc 
the quark distributions are measured only for x > 0.015, and the gluon distribution, which 
must be inferred from the Q1 dependence of the antiquarks, is known even less well.1" 

A conventional assumption is that xf(x,Ql), for either gluorts or sea quarks, tends to a 
corstant as x —* 0. Here QQ is some fixed scale at which measurements are made. Such an 
assumption is not consistent with pcrlurbativc QCP. As <?* is increased, xf[x,Qi) takes 
the following asymptotic form:"1 

x / (* ,Q 7 ) ~ « p { ^ 5 5 ^ 7 1*3 ( i ) toa\to9{Q*)\} [2) 

at small x. Here nj is the number of light quark flavors. Collins1'1 has argued that a 
better form at QQ is obtained by assuming that * /(x,Qj) ~ x - 1 / 3 , which is more stable 
with respect to the Q? evolution. Figure 1 shows the difference in these two assumptions 
at QQ = 5 GeV1. Thn relevant Q2 for the total bottom quark rate is of order 4m', the 
minimum value oT the ecutcr-oC-mass energy squared in the parton system. Figure 1 also 
shows how the two different starting distributions have evolved at Q3 ~ 100 GeV5, Notice 
that Ihr largr dUfercnrcs at Q 3 = 5 GeV3 have washed out to some extent. The differences 
at small z can be probed cillirr at HERA or by measuring Drcll-Yan dilcpton production 
at low invariant mass at the Tcvalron collider,1' and should be resolved before the SSC 
starts running. 

The total cross section for bottom pair production is shown in Figure 2, wh«re a bottom 
quark mass or -1.9 GeV has been assumed. Two curves which are shown reflect the choices 
in Figure 1 for the distribution functions. It can be seen that the differences are larger at 
SSC than at the Tcvalron since the values of x arc smaller. Until we have better data on 
structure functions we cannot know where the true answer lies. However the upper curve 
is likely to be nearer the truth than the lower one. 
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Fig. 2. The total cross section For pp 
bb + X as a function of y'a. 

Fig. 1. The x dependence of t / f i . Q 1 ) 
Tor gluons (dashed and solid lines) and an-
tiqu&rks (dotted and dot-dashed lines) at 
Q2 = 5 GeV 3 (solid and doited lines) and 
Q1 = 100 GeV J (dashed and dot-dashed 
lines). In each case two lines are shown, 
with the upper one corresponding to the 
choice xf(x,S) — i - 1 / 1 and the lower one 
to zf(x,&) — const Tor x < 0.02. 

Since the cross section varies roughly as m^ over the relevant range, there is an 
uncertainty of order 50% associated with the choice of a bottom quark mass. The scale Q 
which appears in a, (the partonic cross section is proportional to o-J) and in the structure 
functions, is unknown. It should be of order 4m*, but a better determination is possible 
only after the order a j contributions to the parlanic cross section have been computed."" 
A bad choice of scale will result in large corrections. 

The rapidity distribution of the produced b quarks is flat out to rapidities of — A, as 
shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that the produced b and h are close in rapidity. 
This is because the rapidity separation is related to the invariant mass, v/x"ixafl, of 'hr 
66 system, which likes to be email since the parton distributions fall rapidly with x. The 
transverse momentum distribution is shown in Figure 4. Notice thai it is dwninnlnl by 
values orpj- or order mj,. The effect of the uncertainty in the structure funrlions is much 
less at large pr since the relevant values of x are larger. 
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Fig. 3. The CTOBS section da/dpr dy for 
the production of a 6 quark in pp collisions 
at y/s = 40 TeV as & function of rapidity 
y at PT = 5, 30, and 55 GeV. The solid 
(dashed) line corresponds to the choice 
xf(xi&) ~ const. (xf(x,5) — r~V»). 
The scale Q7 appearing in jr, and f(x, Q2} 
has been set to 4mJ + Pj-

> 
& 

Fig. 4. The cross section da/dpr dy for 
the production of a A quark in pp collisions 
at v^=40 TeV as a function of pj at y = 
0. The solid (dashed) line corresponds to 
the choice x/(x,5) — const. (x/(i ,S) ~ 
x - i / a j The ^ J e Q* appearing in at and 
f(x,Q3) has been set to 4mJ 4- p\. 

If one is interested in the production 
of b's with a transverse momentum much 
larger than their mass, then other par-
tonic processes can become important. A 
gluon produced at large transverse mo
mentum can "decay" into a quark anti-
quark pair.1"1 This decay probability can 
be computed in the leading logarithm ap
proximation, with the result shown in 
Figure S. Since the production of a gluon 
jet at large pj occurs with a rate which 
is of order 200 times1"' that for the di
rect production of a A via gg —* bb, this 
mechanismwill dominate at large pr. The 
rate is much larger than that shown in 
Figure 4 at very large py. Notice that the 
kinematics or the gluon decay process is 
quite different from that of gg —* bb; in 
the latter case the transverse momentum 
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Fig. 5. The average number of heavy 
quark pairs resulting from the fragmen
tation of a gluon jet as a function of the 
off-shellness, Q, of the gluon jet. For jets 
produced in pp collisions, Q is of order pr • 
(Solid: oE, dashed: cc.) 
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of the 6 is balanced against that of the b, whereas in the former case, the b and 6 are on 
the same aide, theii Liansvene momenta being balanced by a gluon jet. 

The dominance of this gluon decay process at large pj does not imply that the total 
rate calculated from gg —* bb is subject to large higher order QCD corrections. Such a 
conclusion cannot be drawn unless all the order a j processes are computed. There is 
also the so-called Savor excitation process where the bottom quark is produced via the 
scattering of a gluon off a bottom quark, which appears as a constituent of the proton 
through the QCD evolution of the structure functions. Since this bottom qua* I: has arisen 
from the splitting process g —» 66, the full process IE gg —• flftS, which is one of the order a] 
processes and should therefore not be included in the absence of a complete calculation. 

It is of interest to compare the predictions of cross sections with those measured at 
current energies. The rates predicted for charm production tend to be too low, unless a 
very small value (of order 1.1 GeV) is used for the charm quark mass. However, charm 
is not very heavy and the validity of QCD for Buch small scales is in doubt. There is a 
measurement of the 66 rate in pp collisions at 63Q GeV by the UA1 collaboration. The 
value 1"' of 1.1 ± .1 ± ,4 ftb for pj> > 5 GeV and |y| < 2 is in very good agreement with 
the expected cross section. There is also a measurement "' in a pion beam at CERN. Here 
the theoretical uncertainties are larger since the pion structure function is not well known. 
Nevertheless, the observed value is in reasonable agreement with expectations. 

The Monte-Carlo event generators IS A JET 1 " 1 and PYTHIA 1" 1 have the parton pro
cesses gg —+ 66 and qq —* 66. They also include the gluon "decay" contribution in the lead
ing log approximation. The structure functions UBed are of the type i / (x ,5) — const, at 
small x, and so they may tend to underestimate the total rate. 

3. C P Violation in B Meson Decays 

Just as the study or K mesons during more than 30 years has contributed enoi-mously 
to our present understanding of weak interactions, we believe that IB meson decays will 
very likely be the arena in which to reveal various new weak interaction phenomena in the 
future. One possibility lies in rare decays—for example, flavor changing neutral currents 
or lepton number violating processes. Another, less revolutionary possibility, lies within 
the standard model. With the source of CF violation in this case being a single phase in 
the Kobeyashi-Msskawa matrix, large CP violating asymmetries of ~ 10 to ~ 30% arc 
predicted in certain decays of B mesons. 

Thus, if we can attain the requisite sensitivity, we are faced with a situation in which, 
at the very least, we verify the dramatic predictions of the standard model." At the most, 
we could discover more interesting phenomena which point beyond the standard model. 
With an integrated luminosity of 10 < 0 cm" 1 , several times 10 1 3 66 pairs are produced at the 
SSC, so that even with reduced luminosity or a moderate acceptance the 'raw' data rate 
to attempt this kind of experiment is there. The study oF B physics at SSC is guaranteed 
to be very interesting. 
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Mixing and C P Violation 
Mixing describes a situation where the mass eigeiutates are a coherent superposition 

of a particle and ant [particle.1"'"1 The time evolution or a meson that was produced as a 
Be{id) or £"(bd) meson at time t = 0 Is given by 

|fl'(0>-BM0|B">+j»-(0|A"> 
|fi°(0> = jM0|flo>+ff+(')|Bo> . ( 3 ) 

wheru 

Si[t) « oxp{-gIV} cxp{tm,r}(l ± cxp{~-ATt) cxp{ . imt}) /2 

and we hiivc made the definitions: 

A l ' - r , - r i ; Am = m , - m , ! * = L l l * . (4) 
p 1 + £fl 

} \ and in,, i - 1,2 arc the width and mass, respectively, of the two maas eigenstatcs BK. 
In the follnwiitt; w« net AT = 0 for convenience; for B" mesons, one computes A r < < T 
with considerable confidence, us wc Bee below. 

Using B mesons one can study rare decays, mixing, and CP violation, all of which will 
mUcully lest lite standard model, aside from the possibility or Rurpriscs wliich will point 

, to new physics. Dulow we shall concentrate on CP violation and give short explanations 
for six classes of CP asymmetries in B decays which are relevant for S5C physics, 

• Class ]—The Charge Asymmetry In Same Sign Dileptons 

The cliarne asymmetry In B"B° - 1*1* I- A' is given by""1 

p ( / r " n zlS-M + x) ~ a{B°fr-*rt- + x) = Ijl'- Ijl' 
o'(lfH'r-> t+1* •{• A ,r4V(U"li» - tt~ + A') ~ |g|» + |S|'-> 

lm(r t > /Mi 8 ) 
l + ;)|r»/A/, 3)i (5) 

T 



where we define < B 0 |.ff|U 0 > = A/,j + AFIJ . In order to estimate the size of this asym
metry consider 

(6) = r r 
Mi, 

2 
c= — 

X r 

where we used the definition 

Am 2|W»| 

Now, to estimate T^, note that it gets contributions from B° decay channels which are 
tommoi) to botli B° nnd B". For example, one may consider a Cabibbo-Buppressut] decay 
channel B —* DD 4- pions —» B. If this is the only relevant process one might guess 

r - 10" (7) 

Putting these numbers into Eq. (6) with x ~ D.78, the central valur of ARCiUS,1'1 wr 
obtain 

- 2 x 10' CO 

Inevitably there are other decay channels which contribute, and there generally will be 
cancellations among those channels. Nevertheless, in the standard model the CP iuiynmie-
try in Eq. (5) Bhould not exceed 1CT2, but at the other extreme, wc can not be Mire it is 
less than 10~ a. 

• Class II—Mixing With Decay to a CP Eigunstalc 

Since there is substantial Ba — B" mixing, one can consider two demy chains' 

B" fl"\ 

B" - fr /' 

where / is a CP cigenstate. The amplitudes far these decay chains tun inferfi're and 
generate nonzero asymmetries between V[B"[t) — /) and V(B'{t) -» / ) . 

B 



An analysis using Eq. (3), which parallels that for the K meson system, gives 

T(B°(t) -» / ) ~ e _ r i { ( l + cos|Am *))|/>|s 

+ ( l - coslAm *]) |£|* + 2 sin|Am t\ Im( V ) } 

r(5°(() -f / ) - e - r , { ( l + cosfAm tfj 

+ ( l - cos|Am t])|-H* + 2 Bb[Am t] Im(Ep)} 

(9a) 

(96) 

<r q 

Here /> = ;1(B - • f)/A{B -> / ) . Noting that |H| ~ 1+ \lm$fc and | I m ^ | «*: 1, we can 
set (§| = l to a very good approximation. Using CPT to set \p\ «= 1, Eq. (0) simplifies to; 

T(B°(i) or fl°(i) - / ) - e - W l ± sin[Am <]Im(-p)} . (1°) 

The study of CP violation in these modes requires information on the identity of the 
Bt i.e., whether it is a B° or fl° at t = 0. Since b and 5 qu&rkB are pair produced at SSC, 
such information can be obtained by tagging the other particle as to its 6 or £ content. 
The observable asymmetry in the case where a B+ or B~ is used aa the "tag" is 

r ( j ^ w ) - r ( g ° ( t W ) m s i n | A m ( ] ta(£ } 

r{B°(t)->f) + l{B°{t)~*f) l ' V k ; 

If the "tag" is also a neutral B which can oscillate, the situation is slightly more complicated 
and oscillation of both B" and Ba must be taken into account. With a common final state 
/ and a scrnileptonic tag of the associated neutral B, the decays of a BS pair in a coherent 
state of given charge conjugation are, 

BR(B(t)B([) JCTX - / + p f P * ) t a g ) 

oc < - r < ' + " { l - sin[Am(iTOMm{ E/')} 

BR(B[t)B[{) | C _ T I - / + [Sfr*) tag) 

«x e-r(«+Q{i + B h[Am [t?i)\ Im(%)} 

(12a) 

(124) 

Note that for C = —1, i.e., BB in an add relative angular momentum state, the potential 
asymmetry vanishes if the times t and f are treated symmetrically. For example, when 
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C = — 1 Eqs. (I2a) and (12b) become identical when t = u. Furthermore, they become 
equal when the ?=*<•« are integrated over time. This tends to reduce the value of the 
observable asymmetry slightly, but for the present purposes we shall ignore this effect 
(from production oF B°B° pairs in a C = —1 state). Then the process where one B decays 
to a CP eigenatate and the other B is tagged gives an observable asymmetry which can be 
written as 

r<i?J->/ + ^ . ) - r ( j J ^ / + £„,) = t] 5 (13) 

For example, possibilities for the final slate / are t{/Kt, ipK,X, ^ ir" 1 * - , DDK,, Tr + ir", 
D+D~, and D°'D" + c . c. . Obviously, the "lepton tag" shown above can be replaced by 
any decay mode which identifies the particle or antiparticle nature of the associated B. 

We stress that in this class of asymmetries the quantities lm(Ep) can be predicted from 
the Kobayaski-Mtukawa matrix. The hadron dynamics cancel in the ratio of ampliludcs 
p. Since | | | ft: 1, as described above, and for a CP eigenstalc \p\ = 1, wc can write 

P-Pf = ««• 
9 

( H ) 

For a B° meson, it can be shown that the phase on the right-hand-side of Eq. (H) is 

<f>a = 2 arg [\P*VU\ 
' wa u„ • x bij —• ccsq 

w* v« \ for 6$ — cidQ 

lu:t uui\ ' hq~ —• u.adtj 
(15) 

giving an explicit formulation in terms of KM matrix elements, In the Wolfenstein 
parameterization of the KM matrix 

l-\*/2 x AM(p-i ' t ) ) 
VKM=\ - A l - A ! / 2 AM 

b A 3 j 4 ( l - p - . n ) - A M 1 

(16) 

An explicit example is provided by the process b£ —» ccsi, where substituting the Wolfen-
atein paramelrization into Eq. (15) gives " 

K " - t a ( ^ » - i 5 * ^ . • (17) 

Numerically, A = s i n 0 C = 22, \Ueb\ = .O45±.O08 implies A - .03±.17,and \Uub/Uct,' < 
.19 implies p 2 + r|a & .75. The value of TJ is constrained by the measurement of f, cxpressinfi 

10 
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V c b= 0.037 Veb • 0,045 Vcb* 0.053 
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Pig. 6. Values of Im (^p) as a function of the mass of the top quark, Afj, for various 
values of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element, Uti, with dashed curves corresponding 
to the process h§ —> c£x$ and solid curves corresponding to the process bi] —» uUdq. The 
parameter BK is taken to be unity, and the curves are labelled by the ratio of the rates, 
r ( 6 - t u ) / r [ f c - c ] . 

the slvcngth or CP violation in the K meson system. Forgiven values of t / e j , of pt + rf7, i.e., 
fixed T(ft -* v)/V[b -» e), of Mt, and of the parameter BK, which is equal to unity when 
the matrix clement of the A S = 2 operator giving rise to the Kt, - Ks mass difference 
has its vacuum insertion value, the constraint coming from t gives two possible values for 
p and IJ. For those values of p and q, we compute A*ne far the B4 — B4 syBtom and 
choose the solution which gives a larger value or A m # . Finally, for the values of p and 17 
which satisfy the above criteria, wc compute lm(^ p), which is ahown in Figure 6. The 
alternative choice or p and ij, which gives a smaller value of Amj) , leads to' larger values 
of Im(p/q)/i. In what fallows we shall take 

0.1 < I m ( - p f ) < 0 . 6 
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• Class III 
For those final states which are not GP eigenstates, for example, 1" 1 

<"> 

B,-*F+K~ , F~K+... , 

one can follow a similar analysis and farm an asymmetry 

T{BB-* f + l...)-Y(BB-> Jcp + £ . . . ) 

r \ B B - / + ?...) + r (BB - fcp + £.7} 
2 s i n | A m l | lm(P p) ( I K > 

( l + |p|*) 

where 

_ _ * ( * - / ) 
A ( B - . / ) ' 

as before, but now p depends on hadron dynamics. Far example, using a factorization 
ansalz to compute the hadronic matrix element, 

(19) " ,1 (B, - D+ n"} U c b U l d U ( ^ _ m ? j ) 

where our ignorance concerning the correct value for /rj//V is the sourer or tin- uncertainty 
in the coefficient of ^ ( p + irj). In addition, there arc further uncertainties concerning the 
validity of the factorization ansatz, etc. In any case, the ratio p is w.L a unit vector 
in the complex plane, nor then is J /i when / is not a CP cigcnstale, and in general 
considerable uncertainties surface. An analogous procedure fur If. decays yields wit); 
comparable uncertainties, 

P f A (B, -* F+A' - ) UcbV:, fK (m7B\ m = . ) J

 m 

~ 1 . 6 ( p + i r , ) . 
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• Class IV 
The two cascade decays shown in 

Figure 7 lead to the same final states 

BT -* i?'*tt 

L K > 6 

B~ -* /5°JII 

L Ktun 

and therefore their amplitudes can Interfere. 
From the quark diagrams In Figure 7, one 
reads off the Kobayashi-Msskawa matrix el- *' 
ement factors which are the coefficients of 
the two amplitudes, • " 

Fig. 7. B* decay diagrams whose inter
ference can lead to a Class IV asymmetry. 

A (B~ -» /T/uBsB) oc ViJfaV^Vu Ai + V^U^V„V^ A, . 

Then the asymmetry can be obtained from 

r|,',[VJ5,t!1.{Hgg|f 

(21) 

(22) 

where p = A%fA\. hap when p = AifAt. Imjf comes from the phase shift difference 
between scattering of D + (afl) states and D + (stt) states. Since the isospin structures of 
these states are different, we expect nonvanishing values of Imp. Again, at least compared 
with a Class II type of asymmetry, the theoretical prediction is quite uncertain. 

• Class V 
B decays can also receive contributions from quark decay and from weak annihilation 

diagrams,'"1 as shown in Figure 8. They can contribute coherently to modes such as 
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D"Dm <2:t) 

It is very difficult to estimate the asymmetry Tor this process. The effect of »_ak anmhi 
lation as well as c£ pair production must be included in an estimate. An optimistic guns: 
is 

r {B- — p<"p-) - r (B+ -+ fyp*) 
T{B~ -*D"D-)+T(B+ ->/>"D+) - 10% (24) 

ZS^ ^—^ 
Fig. S. 27u Gpcctatar and annihilation 

diagrams whose interference can lead to 
a Class V asymmetry, The spectator di
agram is shown in a Fieri transformed 
manner to indicate more directly the iden
tity of the final state quarks with those 
from the annihilation diagram. 

Fig, 9, Bu penguin and spectator decay 
diagrams whose interference can lead to a 
Class VI asymmetry. 

• Class VI 
Allowing for penguin operators, as shown in Figure 0, opens up another possibility Tor 

generating a CP violating asymmetry.1"1 A particular channel of interest is 

BZ 

since the signature ts rather clear. 
A rough estimate gives 

r(r^y)-r(y.KV) 
r (B- - K-ffl) + r (B+ - a*?") (25) 

Again, the estimate contains uncertainties, including those due to long distance effects 
which supply strong interaction phases. Note that wc can not only have differences in 
overall rates, but CF violating asymmetries In the differential rates, i.e., in the Dalitz 
plot, for certain modes. 
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We summarise this subsection by emphasising again the fact thai Class II asymmetries 
are predicted unambiguously in the KM model and are cleaner theoretically. But It ia still 
very Important to search for the other classes of asymmetries. They may be large, and some 
of them do not require tagging, possibly making them easier to observe experimentally. 
For «xamp,lc, although we may have eliminated the superweak model by the time SSC 
experiment* begin, a dingle unarobiguouaobservatlon of an asymmetry In charged B decays 
will immediately rule out the auperweak model of CP violation, since in that case no 
asymmetry Is expected In decays which do not Involve mixing. 

T i n e Dependence 
The observation of the secondary vertex for B decay is very likely crucial in isolating 

events in which B's arc produced.1"1 This inevitably leads to a loss of events for those B's 
which decay too early to allow distinguishing the secondary from the primary vertex. 

This is balanced by ways in which the time-dependent asymmetry can be used to our 
advantage. Consider 

r ( ~B -* / J oc e - r ( l ±s in | i r ] Im(£ p)\ , (26) 

where 7* =• I*(, in the time in the units of lifetime, Comparing this with the time-integrated 
expression 

r ^ , - . / ) « ( i ± r ^ i m ( E p ) ) , ( 2 7 ) 

it is quite clear that for B, system in which 

*. > 6 xj ~ S , (28) 

the oscillations tend to wash out the time-Integrated asymmetry. Thus an asymmetry 
measurement for If, decays must be accoinpanted by measurement of the secondary vertex 
with a spatial resolution in the transverse plane or approximately, 

The time dependence of Eq. (20) for 1m f(p/q)/>) = .1 and .6, the con vative and 
optimistic values, is shown in Figure 10 for the Bj system with x = 0.7B. hote that the 
asymmetry vanishes at T = 0, Thus by cutting out the events with small values of T, the 
asymmetry will increase, even though the number of events has decreased. 
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Fig, 10, The time dependence for the decuy of a Bi or Bj meuon to n CP cigcnstalc, as 
in Eq. (26), with x& ~ 0.78, and lm(j!p) = 0.1 and D.C. 

A crude use of the full information contained in the time dependence is obtained t>y 
considering the asymmetry for decays (sec EqB. (Oa) and (9b)] occurring between limes 7*i 
and J*a ia given by 

Asymmetry = i [e T l c o s i r i - e~ r*cosxTiJ 

Ini(i'p) 
(•29) 

( f T \ \ l m l Pi 

For example, Figure 11 shows the net asymmetry as a function of 1\ when wc set J7": « 
Note that the asymmetry indeed peaks at 7"i - I. A best choke for T\ can be estmrted 
from the following: 

T, 0 .25 .5 .75 1 

A»ym[Oj e 1 1.21 1.29 1.2-1 I O : 
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Fig. 11. The net asymmetry as a function of the lower cutoff In proper time (in units of 
the lifetime), Ti, with the upper cutoff set at Tj = irfx. 

Compared to a case in which there is no t cut (T\ = 0), selecting 7i = 1 reduces the 
number of available events, but almost exactly compensates for this by a larger asymmetry; 
such a cut wilt lead to a measurement with the name statiBtieal significance. Similarly, a 
cut at T\ = 0.5 will actually give a 30SS reduction in the number of events required to 
obtain an asymmetry of a given significance when compared to an experiment without the 
Tt cut. 

Estimation of the Number otBB Events 
Required for CP Violation Studies at the SSC 

Now we proceed to use the theoretical predictions for the CP violation asymmetries 
in B meson decays developed above to estimate the minimum number of B mesons which 
would be needed for observing CP violation in an experiment at the SSC, These predic
tions are divided into the six classes of asymmetries which we have discussed and are 
summarized In Table I. The estimated number of produced BB~ pairs necessary to yield a 
three standard deviation effect of a certain class, given a branching ratio, asymmetry, and 
tagging efficiency (explained below) are given in the last column. 

The Table was constructed using input and assumptions as follows: 
• The branching ratios given in the third column are in many cases below the level 

of sensitivity of experiments at the existing e+r~ machines. For these unmeasured 
modes, the branching ratios given are purely theoretical estimates. 
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Table 1. Est imation of the number of BB events required for C P v io la t ion s tudies a t the SSC" 

Class Modes Branching Ratio Asymmetry # BB Events Required 

I. Charge Asymmetry in 
Same Sign Dileptons 

Bfo-^PP + X 0.01 

0.02 
10" 3 

io-* 
6 X 1 0 9 

Z X 10" 

II. Mixing with Decay 
to a CP Eigenstat: 

B-fi>K, 
B - » $ K , X 
B — DDK, 
B -* ir+ir-

B-tD+,D-,D+D-,D'D' 

5 X 1 0 " 4 

2 x lO" 3 

5 X lO" 3 

5 X 10" 5 

3 X ID" 2 

0 . 0 5 - 0 . 3 
O.OS-0.3 
0.05 - 0.3 
0.05 - 0.5 
0 . 0 5 - 0 . 3 

(1 - 34) X 10 s 

(2 - 85} x 10 7 

(3 - 100) X 10 7 

(0.3 - 32) x 10" 
(0.7 - 26) X 10" 

III. Mixing with Decay 

to a CP Non-Eigenstate 
Bi -* D+n-
Bd->D°K, 
B, -> D+K-

6 X 10~3 

6 X 10" ! 

3 X 10" 1 

0.001 
0.01 
0.5? 

3 X 10" 
7 X 10" 
S x l O 7 

IV. Cascade Decays to the 

Same Final State 

B- - . D'K- +X 

\—*K. + Y 

10~5 0.1 7 9 x 10B 

V. Interference ot Spectator 
and Annihilation Graphs 

B~ -*V*W 3 X I D - 1 0.01 2 x l 0 9 

VI. Interference of Spectator 
and Penguin Graphs 

B- - K~p° 
Bd - K - j r + 

~ 1 0 " s 0.1 
0.1 

1 x 1 0 s 

1 x l 0 B 

The specific channels considered here for each class of asymmetry are illustrative and not exhaustive. At this lime 
we need to keep an open mind as to which channels will be best suited far CP violation studies. In this spirit we 
have included among the modes illustrating Class II asymmetries $K,X and DDK,, which arc not necessarily CP 
eigrnslates. There is some danger of a cancellation between the asymmetries produced by sub-channclswith opposite 
CI' !|uanlum numhers, but a total cancellation is unlikely. 



• The asymmetries were estimated as described above in the discussion of each or the 
six classes of CP violating asymmetry. 

• To observe an asymmetry, a = (N(£) - N(£))/(N(£)+N(fi)) with S standard devia
tion confidence requires a minimum of (S/a)9 B mesons. The number of SS events 
required is calculated from: 

where tiag is the tagging efficiency (if it is necessary to tag the initial identity of 
the B or B), &R(B -*• f) is the branching ratio for the CP violating decay mode 
B -* f, BR{f -* Xtlt) is the branching fraction for / decays into stable charged 
particles, and /(H) is the fraction or £ mesons in a jet of the type needed for a given 
asymmetry measurement. In the Table we use S — 3. * 

• Class I modes require B° - B° mixing as welt as the detection of both B mesons in 
their scmileplonic decays. The branching ratios in Table I,account for the semllep-
tonic decay branching ratio or both B mesons (0.04) and the probability that one 
of the B" mesons mitten and decays to a "wrong" sign lepton. The mesons are then 
already "tagged" by tlic churges of the leptons and no other charged particles need 
bo dcli'clrd, 

• Whet) tagging is necessary (In Classes 11 and 111), we propose using the semilcpUmic 
decay B -* D -I f -i X, where t is an electron or a ntuon, as the tagging signature 
for the "other B*. Provided that a common vertex is reconstructed for the D and 
the lepton, the sign of the lepton, aside from mixing, given the identity or the initial 
b quark. The presence or a D meson in a common vertex with the lepton provides a 
powerful discrimination against leplons from scmileptonic decays of charm hadrons 
not originating from B meson decays. The tagging efficiency is the product of the 
hranrhiug ratios for B ~* D + f.+ X (— 0.2), for D decay into all charged final states 
(— 0.2), mid Tor a B& or Bu in the jet (0.7C, BCC below), which combine to make 
»,,,„--ti.n:i. 

• U me.stm decays that can produce asymmetries in Clauses IV, V, or VI arc "self-
tiigHUiR.", i'.e., do not require tagging the accompanying It meson. We take their 
tagging efficiency to be uniLy, 

• Considering the complicated nalure ofSSC events in the forward region, we assumed 
thai only charge if stable particles will be used for reconstructing B meson decays. 
For the purpose or these calculations, wc assumed J/^i detection in the e + «~ and 
p + / i~ modes, D and D, detection in all charged particle modes, and Kt detection 
in sr+jr' will) branching ratios of 0.14, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.67, respectively. 

• For Ihc relative population or the various species or B hadrons in a b quark jet we 
use the fractions f(/J^) = 0.38, f (B 4 ) = 0.38, f{Bt) = 0.15 and f(bqq) = 0.09. 
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m The estimated numbers of BB event* required for observing both the lower and the 
upper range of the predicted asymmetry Sn each mode are given in the laal column of 
Table 1. A preliminary study shows that using (he full proper life-time dependence 
of the asymmetry reduces the number of required SJ 'B by a factor of 1,3 compared 
to the numbers given in the table for the time-integrated asymmetries. For the Bt 

meson, where due to maximal mixing many oscillations can occur in one lifetime, we 
use the full time-dependence information to estimate the required number of events. 

These estimates do not include the «fTect of detection efficiencies. Furthermore! since 
we have not accounted for background effects, they should only be considered as the 
minimum number of BB events required Tor CP violation studies at the SSC. Clearly, a 
realistic assessment of such an experiment requires a detailed study of the background 
effects as well as of detection efficiencies, including effects due to geometrical acceptance, 
tracking, momentum and energy resolution, vertex reconstruction, particle identification, 
and triggering efficiency. 

4. The Produc t ion o f t Quarks a t the SSC 

Recent limits 1" 1 from 13A1, indicating thai the mass of the top quark is larger tharr -14 
GeV, together with theoretical interpretation'"' or the ARGUS result,'*' o n B ~ f ) mixing 
have Increased considerably the possibility that JW» is comparable to, or even greater than, 
Mw- f'' e production and detection of the t quark when Mt < Mw has been considered 
previouNly.^*'^ Now the question or the production and signatures! of lop quarks with 
Aft > A/tv at the SSC needs to be examined, together with the resulting leplou spectra 
from cascade decays or the top quark.'"" Heavy top quark production is interesting in 
another way in that it turns out to be a severe background in the search for a heavy MIRKS 
boson in the H ' + W " decay mode.' 1' 1 

The results have been obtained with the ISAJET Monte Carlo"*' and concentrate on 
the measurement of muons from t quark decays, assuming a high resolution rnunn detector, 
like L3+1. The momentum resolution is taken to be 6p/p = 4 * 10 s JJ, with p in O V / r . 
An angular coverage of 5" < 9 < ITS" is assumed, and only rauons with j>r • 10 GeV h;ivt 
been used for the analysis. 

Top quarks with Mt > Mw are mainly produced through glumvghinii fusion, l-'ijr.iiri- 12 
shows the total cross section for ti production as a function uf the ( mass for pr • W 
GeV and pr > 100 GcV. The cross sections have an uncertainly of about a faiU.r 2. 
because of poor knowledge of the gluon density function at very small value* of x. Kor 
f Ldt = 10<° cm-* at , /s = 40 TeV one expects 1J x Hi" events (2 0 .- 107} for M, Kill 
GeV (200 GeV) and p^r > 100 GcV. At r>j- > 100 GeV the cross section for 1. ipiark 
production is 3 (21) times larger than for a top quark with mass Mt ••• 100 GeV [200 
GcV). 

Since the t quark decays into a IV boson and a b quark, the final stale in <jt/ * 
if _+ w + IV"" 66 consists of two W bosons and two 6 jets. Foi Aft - 1M GeV. thv mean 
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transverse momentum of the 6 jet ia about 
20 GeV. The p? of the b Jets b eapecially 
•mall If the mam of the top quark is only 
slightly larger than Mr- The decay of a 
heavy top.quark represents a large aource of 
W pairs at the 8SC, being about two orders 
of magnitude larger than the continuum pro
duction. 

A relatively clean signal for heavy t quark 
production b obtained if oneW boson decays 
leptonkalty (into a.muon plus a neutrino} 
and the other hadronicslly (into quarks). On' 
then observes ah isolated muon and a low pr 
6 jet, balanced on the other side by 2 jets 
from the W decay and a low pr b jet. To 
further reduce QCD background from high 
PT W production, one can study events with 
two muons produced in the cascade decay of 
the top quark: 

r 
Fig. 12. The cross section for if produc
tion in pp collisions at ,/a = 40 TeVas 
a function of the mass of the top quark, 
Mi, and py > 10 GeV (solid curve} and 
pr > 100 GeV (dashed curve}. 

( -»W+ + b H+v,t + tiT Pu+c 

The background from high pj & hn^i c B Pr o" 
ductloh can be reduced by requiring that the 

high pr muon be Isolated. If one requires the energy in the calorimeter to be less than i0 
GeV inside a cone of AR < 0.3 around the high pr muon, one can reduce the light quark 
background to a sufficiently low level. We are taking advantage of the signature of heavy 
top decay being an isolated high pr muon plus a second low pj> muon inside the bottom 
quark jet. The mean pr of both muons has a strong.dependence on the top mass, with 
the ratio of the mean transverse momenta of the muons, < pr(t*w) > / < PT(M) > being 
about 10 for M< = 100 GeV. This ratio can be used to measure Mi. 

Another method to determine the t quark mass is through the distribution of R = 
^(Afl)a + (A^)1, which measures the separation in space between the muons from the 
W and b decay (A$ Is the difference in azimuths! angle of the muoiiB with respect to the 
proton beam, and An the difference in their pseudo-rapidities.) This is shown in Figure 13 
for pr - 300 GeV. The distributions are clearly distinct for Mt - 100 GeV and 200 GeV. 
Thus a measurement of R at fixed pj?p is a measure of the mass of the r quark, where ffi 
is measured from the total pr of the jets opposite to the muon pair. 
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Fig. 13, The distribution in K between 
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Fig. 14, The average value of R as a 
function of the transverse momentum of 
the top quark, pjf, for values of Mt = 
100 (dashed curve) and M = 200 (solid 
curve) GeV. 

Figure ' < shows the average R as function of the pj of the primary t quark. This 
measurement can provide a fairly precise determination of the mass of the t quark. The 
event rate at the SSC is sufficiently high to allow for this measurement. Even for pj?p > 1 
TeV, from the gluon-gluon fusion production mechanism alone one still expects 1800 events 
with lepton pairs from the cascade decay of the t quark when the integrated luminosity, 
/£<k = 10 < 0 em- 9 . 

5. The Physics of t Quark Decays 

If we limit our scope to three generations of quarks and leptone, then a great deal 
of the physics or t decays is fixed. The I mass is constrained to be above 25 GeV from 
TRISTAN,1"1 above 44 GeV from UA1,"1' and above about 50 GeV from considerations 
of B - 6 mixing.""' That means that M\,/Mt ia certainly < 0.2, and is quite likely 
< 0.1. These are small numbers, smaller than the Tatio of final to initial quark masses 
in the dominant charm or bottom decays, and email enough to be negligible to the accuracy 
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necessary for moat considerations (but aee below for a special situation). For example* 
standard formulas then tell us that ©9.7% of t decays will be of the form: 

with the W + being either real or virtual, depending on tjie t man. Since \VU\ cs \uel\ 
when the KM angles are small (as they are known to be), and \V&\ is known from the B 
lifetime, we may already say that 

t-*9+W+ 

will only be a w 0,2% decay mode. It IB convenient to break the discussion up Into the 
cases where the ( quark h lighter or heavier than the W. 

• Mt < Mw 
The t decays into a 6 plus a virtual W, which materialises as e+vtln+ut,,T+i/T, 

uA, and cfi, so that in the standard formula 

V[t - all) = AT T(t - fl_1/B e+ v.) = N ^ ^ . (31) 

k 

JV, the total number of lepton flavors and quark flavors and colors, is equal to D. This 
means a total width or « 70 keV for Mt = £0 GeV, a number that needs to be corrected 
slightly upward for QCD, slightly downward for the final quark masses (in particular, the 
b quark mass, which has been neglected), and upward for the effects of the finite W mass. 
This latter is the biggest effect, and amounts to as 25% for the case (Mt = 50 GeV) cited 
above.'"' This corresponds to far too short a lifetime to allow separation of a production 
from a decay vertex, but also far too small a width to be within conceivable experimental 
resolution. The rate for weak decay of the constituent t quarks within possible hadrons 
is now comparable with that for electromagnetic and strong decays. Weak decays of 
toponium become a major fraction of, say, the Jp = 1~ ground state, and even for the 
T'(tq) meson, weak decays can dominate the radiative magnetic dipole transition from 
this 1~ state to the 0~ ground state,'"' 

A i quark in this mass range will very likely be discovered and its properties examined 
in detail well before the SSC is operating. Depending on its precise mass, TRISTAN, SLC, 
TEV I, LEP I, and LEP II all have a shot at the initial discovery. A detailed exploration 
of the properties of the i In its weak decays is the property of the e+e~ machines. It 
should be possible, by finding the ground state of toponium to determine Mt to ±0.2 GeV, 
or better. In principle, the V — A nature of the t —* b transition can be checked by 
using longitudinally polarited electrons to form a polarized 1~ toponium state, and then 
examining the correlation of the momentum of the final lepton with the Bpin direction of 
the f quark when it decays semileptonkally. Moreover, the fact that t quark weak decays 
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are competitive with strong and electromagnetic decays of toponiutn can be used to our 
advantage to measure T(t —• all) through the chain:1"1 

T{t - • all) = 
r(i -»all) 
r(«r-» ail) $^].w~on • n 

The first factor is the fraction of weak I decays out of all toponium decays, the second is 
the inverse of the toponium leptonic branching ratio, and the third, the absolute width 
for toponium decay to t+t~, which can be obtained in the standard way by Ending the 
area under the peak in the total CTOSB section for toponlum production in e + e~ collisions. 
Using vertex detectors, one should also be able to verify that almost all t decays involve 
the transition t -* b, At the SSC, such a t quark is detectable in its semileptonic decays 
by using an "isolated lepton" cut. 1"" 1 

• Mi > Mw 
In this case the t quark can decay into a real W with a width 

H ' - « - » / • + " l - g , ^ wK

 M f

 w ) (»+»H • W E ( » * 

The width, being only first order in Gpt is much larger than one would obtain from 
(wrongly) extrapolating Eq. (31); for M( = 100 GeV, the width is sw 8D MeV. It also 
grows asymptotically like M,3 rather than Mf. 

In decays of the ground state T or T'(tq) mesons, individual exclusive channels should 
have very small branching ratios. In decays of heavy flavor mesons their branching ratios 
scale like { / / M Q } 3 , where / is a meson decay constant (like / , or fa), of order 100 MeV, 
and MQ is the mass of the heavy quark. For D mesons individual channels have branching 
ratios of a few percent; for B mesons they are ten times smaller; and for T mesons they 
should be a hundred or more times smaller yet. It should be possible to treat T decays in 
terms of those of the constituent t quark, t -» b + W+, with the b quark appearing in a 6 
jet not so different than those already observed at PEP and PETRA. 

There is one possible exception to these last statements, and that is when Mi as 
Afj + Mw- Then T and T* will decay into a few exclusive channels with a real W plus 
a fl, B', or slightly higher mass meson. If the W were a narrow resonance and M| was 
slightly smaller than M| + Mw, *he t -* b transition would be severely suppressed, allowing 
the t -» 9 transition to be dominant in spite or its suppression by the KM factor, |t^,P-
However.the approximates GeV width of the W smears out the threshold, allowing decays 
to B mesons through the lower tail of the W Breit- Wigner line shape even when Mt = Mw. 
The t —» b transition is never suppressed by phfcse space compared to t -* s by more than 
about"" 30%. 
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Thus for Mi > Mw » the' qiiark 3s to be seen generally decaying into jets and discovered 
at TEV 1 or, Jf heavy enough, at the SSC. The production cross sections are discussed in 
the previous Section. The characteristic signature b obtained by looking for iT production 
from gluon. fusion, with, say the W from the f decaying hadronically, F-» ft + W~ -+ Ufa, 
and.the W from the ( decaying ieptonlcalty, * -» b + W+ -* bl+ut- The lepton should 
be isolated there being a missing momentum due to the. neutrino, while both the F and 
t masses reconstruct within errors to the same value. The mass of the t quark can be 
determined from the momentum spectrum of the lepton relative to that of the 6 jet, or 
equivalent^, as discussed in the last. Section, the distribution in A/e between the lcptons 
from the W and the semileptonic decay of the b quark. It Beems likely that in thlB way the 
gross properties of the t quark can be determined, but not much more. 
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